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CiOc kwise, from bottom left:

Dochterman, Chambers, Hand --arrested for murder.

Stan M cCaffrey lay sprawled on a sidewalk after the three allegedly ventilated •his body.

Serving The Pacifican Staff

April Fool's!

3 veeps arre
. sted after stabbing
'
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New number found between
••iti...... Editor-in-Chief Pat Me
l was fired for overtly Ar-

more Archites
on Pacifican
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By a recent decision of The
Publications Board, no
will ever again be allowed
work on The Pacifican.

bias resulting from Archite
Citing innumerable incidents

.

ttorial decisions, Publica tions
. rd Chairman Doyle Minden
d,"They've been on double
ret probation all year. They
lly blew it by renaming the
Der 'The Archania n'.''

By Terry Drinkliquor
KRAP-TV Correspondent

"Ladies and �entlemen, we're
here, live, at the University of the
Stockton,
beautiful
in
Pacific
California. KRAP-TV is proud to
brin� you the first live telecast from
the point of this historic discovery.
Scienli!ots have discovered a new
number between seven and eight.
"Right now, we're on the first
floor in what's known as the
Classroom Building on the south sec
tor of the university. There's a lot of
commotion going on here. WHOA!! I
I almost got hit by a champagne cork.
1 tell ya, it's a mad house over here.
"I'm trying to get hold of Dr.
Wurtenheimer. Hopefully, he'll fill
in the details for all of you at home
who haven't heard the news yet.
"I see him!!
Dr., Dr. Wur
tenheimer, I know you're busy right
now but could you spare a little time
and ive us a small interview?"
"Zertainly!!"
"Dr., tell us what's happened."
"Vell, it vas a typical momink

�

und mine associate, Dr. Blasvamut
ter, vas doi.1k � c:imple schcan of ze
numbers from vone zu ten under lOx.
"You £��.-.Dr. Blasvamutter ist
an invertebrate numerologist. Zat iz,
he deals vit notink but ze science of ze
numbers from vone zu ten.
"Anyvay, ven he reached seven
he noticed a speck between it und
eight. At ze time he thought it vas
maybe a dust particle; however, as
gut schientists do, he analyzed it
using 40x and later lOOx, but ve schtill
couldn't be zure.
"So ve carefully, oh zo carefully
took ze schlide to ze JC college cloze
by to use their electron microscope,
because UOP doesn't have one. I
really zink ve should, conziderink ze
university charges an arm und ein leg
for tuition und-"
''Doctor, please continue, our
viewers..."
"Oh, ya I am zurry. Anyvay,
under ze electron microscope ve had
definite
proof
ve
had
found
7omezink. Ve now had reason to
t•elehratc" Fascinating. Doctor. what will

7, 8

By Brutus Cassius
Assassination Specialist

President McCaffrey was mor
tally wounded this morning by a·
series of knife thrusts reportedly in

flicted
by
three
Vice-Presidents
hungry for power. Arrested for mur
der in the first degree were Academic
Vice-President
Clifford
Hand,
Student Life Vice-President Judith
Chambers, and Executive Assistant
Vice-President
Clifford
" Little
Waist" Dochterman.
The motive for the dastardly
deed is still being pieced together, but
Pacifican sources cite Cliff Hand's
unquenchable desire to ascend to the
''throne''
as
reason
for
the
assassination.

"

(See NUMBER, page 3)

Sororities face JUJ
after houses brawl
By Brenda Starr
Reporter

A series of lost tempers between
the Tri-Delta and Delta Gamma
sororities let to a riotous brawl in the
Tri-Oel ta house l�o;t Mt,nday evening.
As a result, Delta Gamma is fmding
itself facing the Joint University
Judiciary ComrmLLee (JUJ) and the
of
possible
imposition
strong
penalties.
Accounts of

the event differ

depending on which girls you talk to,
but deciding on the truth is the task of
the JUJ. The initial confrontl.ltion
which led to the Mnnday 11\ght hair
pulling, high-pitched screaming� nail
!'Iawing induent bt:g.
""ly a small
• ..

misunderstanding ,,, cr
space in sorority circle.

a

parking

Tbe First Round

According to a Delta Gamma
source, a DG innocently spotted a

{See FIGHT, page 3)

Furious mob
vows revenge
on suspects

ABC reporter Terry Drinkliquor interviews Dr. Wurtenheimer
on the new number discovered between seven and eight.

"Hand wasn't willing to wait for
Stan to leave on his Rotary trip to
take over the presidency,'' one source
said. "He wanted power now, so he,
well, he just stabbed him,'' the source
said, breaking into sobs.
Police also suspect that Hand,
Dochterman, and Chambers might
have planned a triumverate govern
ment
to
succeed
McCaffrey's
gruesome death.
Shortly before inflicting the first
of three fatal blows, Vice-President
Dochterman is reported to have said,
"Speak, hands, for me." Hand then
joined the other conspirators to deal
the last blow, a neck jab, to the dying
president.
"Et tu,
Clifford!--then fall
Stanley," McCaffrey cried, fatally
weak from the wounds and numerous
solicitations for money over the
phone. His crumpled body lay in a
heap in front of his beloved Alex G.
Spanos portrait.
Reactions to McCaffrey's death
were mixed. One student in Grace
Covell shouted, after hearing of the
Freedom! High
death, " Liberty!
tuition is dead!"

(See MURDER, page 1 0)
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Letters to the Students

Students:

our ink
Students make him ill; can't do better on letters, forget it and save y
publication that week.
I've never in my life witnessed so
many whining, picky, and altogether
ridiculous excuses for editorial com-

You guys really make me puke.

Ken u reed thes? Us neether

Deer injineers &
muzak studints:

konservation of

Eye dont no how u kan bitsh
bout are gramer & speling, sins thes es

how u turn in leters tu the editar.
Pleez dont bild mi hous er plae et mi
weding, ok?
P'kan Kopy Editar (not Libby)

Can you sleep at night?
Students:
Can you sleep with your
You
Probably not.
apathy?
probably don't care about sleep, or
insomnia. What fine physical con
dition you all must be in--lethargic
mounds of lard.
It's really frustrating to hear all
UOP
about
complaining
the
athletics (or anything, for that mat
ter) when most of you don't do
much exercise besides using your
jaws. Why don't you do something
about those wide "dining-hall-food-

hips" if you think you're any better
physically than UOP athletes.
The athletes here try to please
an uncaring populace. Yeah, fine
you can jump �n the bandwagon
when a team starts winning, but
what about helping a team to win?
It's obvious that the pep squad
needs help, so help them support the
sports or participate.
Get off of your behinds, then
pop off.

spell monosyllabic words and con
struct simple sentences. If you can't,
at least have someone with a post
comic book education proofread it.

ment as some of the trash that weekly
crosses the L etters to the Editor sec
tion of this paper. Still, I can handle
the comments by the juvenile jerk
offs who have nothing better to do
than criticize a technical operation
which does not fall even remotely
near their fields of expertise. One
thing, however, really bristles my
moustache regarding these letters.
It's the way you submit them.
I know that literacy is dead in the
U. S., but Great Caesar's Ghost,
write a letter that shows ability to

At the same time, please follow
the 250-word limit required for letters
under "Our Policy" (page 2, every
If you're engineering or
week).
business majors and can't spell, you
should at least be able to count to 250
on those multi-function calculators.
After you tabulate the words and
correct the grammar, get the damned

I think it would be an interesting
and entertaining idea to organize a
new team here at UOP.
The team sport should be sex.
It could be an inexpensive all
Equipment and
season sport.
facilities are highly feasible. ( There
would be no arguing with other teams

paper. As students, you could either:
1) come work for us; join the
staff, or
2) be a bit more radical so as to
create better news (riot, bomb the
tower, etc.)
But noooooo I You all just hide

in your grungy little dorm rooms and
crackerbox apartments and complain
about your newspaper!
Besides these two poor qualities,
you students have no style and little
rapport with the community. Flatly,
your egos are greatly over-inflated.

UMBE

There is one positive
to say, and it isn't about you,
ts. I would like to thank the
tment of Public Safety
awesome job its membersare�m�Je
Well, it seems that I am
to the end of my 250 words.
the word limit for letters to
(or students), for you
who don't bother to read the
Try to get on with it
before you know it we'U be
than Delta College, or
Stagg High School. And the
there attend for free.

Students:

Living Editor

about practice time in the gym).
For the less athletically inclined,
this could be a great way to get in
volved as the skill should come
naturally.
For more information on this
team call the Athletic Department-
ask for Bud.

No wonder they're
At anJ
abou t accreditation.
type it up, use proper gram1111r.111
subm it it prom ptly.
Otherwise, spike it.

Thanks for the Frolic show
Well, this is it-- my time has
finally come to write a letter to you,
the students of the university.
I guess the frrst thing I have to
comment on is Band Frolic. It seems
that I had an entire production done
on me. To this, I say, "Thank you,"
Carter House, but remember-- I
always get the last laugh.
I could go on to suggest that you
come up to our office and see how we
operate before you cut down the
paper in your letters. But to do that
would be to lower myself to your
level. This, I refuse to do.

Let's make sex a team sport
Students:

thing in by MONDAY, 5 P. M. This
is a newspaper, not some test you can
put off for three weeks. Newspapers
operate around deadlines, children.
Actually, I shouldn't be too harsh
on just you students here; some
professors have been known to su�
mit letters two days past deadline for

Apathetic students deserve only a two-star rating; don't know their place in this community

Readers:

I have reviewed many an artistic
production in my critical years as a
writer and editor. However, the one
entity (and true comedy) which I have
yet to review is the UOP student

Sports Editor

body.
The worst quality any produc
tion (or group, for that matter) could
own is boredom.
UOP's student
body is so conservative it reeks with
boredom. Whoever heard of "Cam
pus Democrats," anyway?

To be frank, conservatism sucks!

But of course, the UOP student
body's most outstanding defect is its
total apathy. Everyone is quite quick
to rag on The Paclfican, but no one
will work towards improving the

You complain that
grungy and its residents
class, but bow many of you
tempted to mingle with, or
these co-habitants of this
I am not a
but I know my place and
a m nowhere above our
Stockto nians.
All in all, UOP students
no more than a two-star
rating at best.
If I owned a theater, I
book this show. No
money-loser.

����������Jii�e�

Don't come up her,e, you'd waste the oxygen; girls, go on diets
Students:
You are so damn apathetic it's
sickening.

����1;,eo ���j����:� � �;

�h � Vu)

You bitch about The Pacifican,
n
o
t
v i 0
a d
ot dedicated individuals who spend
their lives working on the paper, then
criticize the hell out of them. But
please don't get involved--we don't
need any "pea-brained know-it ails"
cluttering up the office. You'd be a
waste of oxygen.
The same is true of mandatory
attendance, ASUOP, and Winter
Term. You all want these to turn o t

�

your way, but not enough to voice to
voice your opinion and take action.
You're all lazy, spoiled brats!
Do you like being baby-sat by
your teachers? Do you care about the
ASUOP election? Then why did only
200Jo of you vote? Do you want the

Students:

calendar unified? Or to lose Winter
Term? Well then, get off your butts
and do something!
Speaking of butts, I know
Stockton is called "Fat City," but
this is ridiculous! I've seen better
butts in an ashtray! You girls have

been spending too much time in the
dining halls, or too much time sitting
in front of TV eating ice cream and
doughnuts! Ever hear of exercise?
Another thing that pisses me off
i� all this fraternity B.S.! It's not
enough we have to fear for our lives

s 1
.If this paner
is
becaus
dry:,
it's
e
we
I
I
mirror
'
your b o1r'l·n lives
I"
g
to create a mirror reflection of
personal views and gripes.
because it's a direct reflec t'

Padfican
policy
prevents
Paclfican staff from expressing their

views in the form of "Letters to the
Editor." Therefore, being a member
of the Paclflcan staff, I have been
forced to refrain from publishing my

This being the April Fools
edition, however, has given me the
opportunity to write a "letter to the
Students." It's my turn to criticize
and, at the same time, defend our
position.
A newspaper's basic function is

society; the UOP students, their aclions and their surroundings make up
the society that The Pacifican reflects.
Many students often complain
that The Paclflcan is uninteresting
and boring to read. If this is true, it's

You gripe, but we're stilllproducing a great sheet
Students:
I'm sort of bummed out about
the way you are reacting to The
Paclfican this year. I mean, by the
responses we've been getting, you'd
think this paper was supposed to be
the L.A. Times. Close, but not quite.
I know newpapers are open for pot
shots, but
we've
been getting
brutalized!

At least that shows one thing,
however--we have acquired a large
readership. This is the dream of any
newspaper, so you see, we really are a
success.
Now if that sounds cocky, get a
load of this: our editorial section has
been taking a lot of abuse this year.
But alas for our critics, our greatness
has shown through I

Tbe Paclfican won an award for
excellence at this year's CIPA con
vention--a monumental achievement
for UOP's newspaper. And believe it
or not, some experts who have been
at this university for decades have
said that this year's Padfican is the
best ever.
So for those of you who are our
roughest critics, thanks.
You've
shown us what a great job we're

Get rid of the Trans Ams, buy BMW's, Porsches
Students:
As a concerned fellow student, I
would like to comment on the
disproportionate number of Firebirds
'and Camaros at this school. Walking
across campus on any given day, one
can see as many as lO of these cars.
This is more than any other kind of
car, including Volkswagons.
What is it with these cars? I
mean, what exactly is the attraction?
Powerful engines? Sleek exteriors?

from all the Stockton weirdos; now
we must worry about getting thras
hed
by our classm �tes. Next thin
g you
.
.
kno w the sorontles will
be going at it 1
And another thing...

The fact that they're made in the
good ol' U.S.of A.?
Personally, I would like to see
the large numbers of Trans Ams and
Z-28's replaced by BMW 3201's and
Porsche 924's. Even an occasional
Volvo or Audi would be a nice change
of pace. And my heart would literally
jump at the sight of a 450 SL now and
then.
Where do the priorities lie at this
school? Do people want to project a
sleek, racy image with a sporty

American car, or rather invest in a
fine piece of foreign machinery?
This obsession with American
cars must be a reflection of the con
servative attitude which prevails at
this school. People here are afraid to
try new things or be different. Well
this is one person who is tired of th
conformist students at this school and
their pretentious, ultra-Americana
modes of transportation.

�

A Concerned Staff Writer

doing. For our editoriat haters, well,
remember that award I was telling
you about... . Suck on that!
Editorial

Member

New E <rtor

10 of the
students. The stud ents
don t �ake
news. They don't s y or d
0 anythmg.
�
.
Some call th
attttude ultraconservative· I a 11 a
i?athy.
Student
on t gtve a damn.
They care onl
what goes on in
their confine n
c
St
ts a
<?rd,
keley or
any
sI t y
.
Wtt h
an
educatlonal curriculu
m supposedly
comparable to UOP'
s talk about El
Salvador, Poland
strikes • inflat'Ion
and the like.
UOP students
are concerned
with
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Our Policy
The Pacifier is pub
lished annually by the
gods of the University of
the Pathetic.
Letters to
the students are accepted
only from staff members
and are limited to 250
words in length; deadline
is whenever we feel like it.
Members of the Pacifier
staff do not attend the
School of Engineering or
the
Conservatory
of
Music.
Residents
of
Wemyss and Carter
are
not awesome enough to
work up here; SAE's c
an
only be hired as s ecu
rity

J

R. Kania

?

Be�

TH E

Edito r-in-Chief

the dining halls
peanut butter, get
"General Hospital" and
themselves with the Greek
I'm sure this particuW
tion does not apply to all
.
and most likely it ap plies
small portion; but, it's the
UOP students are
apathetic and The Padfl�
mirror, even though we
harder than you.
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By Kevin Fagan
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-----'-present at tne scene, claims that, at
most, 15 Tri-Delts were present at any
one time and denies any "gang
fighting."
The Campus Police broke that
fight up, though not before the of
ficer involved was struck with a flying
high heel thrown by a Delta Gamma
member, according to our Tri-Delt
sourre and the police sergeant.

place m tront of the

Tri
As she was trying to
car, 25 Tri-Delts allegedly
out of their house, surroun
car a nd thus preventing her
king in the open spot. When
got o ut of her car to find out
was going on, she was claimed
met with verbal abuse and
with debris thrown from the
porch.
occurred, but the
agreed to relinquish the
place and return to their
As the DO prepared to step
her car, she was allegedly
behi 1d by a large band

"No Intention of Harm."

Monday night, DG decided to
settle the Tri-Delt issue themselves. A
DG source stated "the house decided
at our meeting the acts by Tri-Delt
were not tolerable." She claims that
her sisters all decided to go to Tri
Delt with no intention of bodily
harm.
Dean Davis, Director of Pan
Hellenic, was alerted to the problem,
but ry the time she arrived at sorority
circle, DG was already marching into
the T · "''" "·t'. Davis, seeing that
she "'''"ld hil\1· trouhl, gt>ttino be
tween 100 women, scampered into
Theta, \\hl!t _. !>!:. , !'Jth.J th1.. \.ill.tpus
police. Davis then ran to Tri-Oelt,
where the fight had already begun.
Urawb were spotted aU throughout
the living and dining rooms of the
house.

The Tri-Delt story is quite dif-

' however. According to a Trithe parking place was
for their housemother. In an
�ave the space for her. two
went out and politely asked
1h� OG parlo.. llcr car cl�c\\ htre.
bearing this, the DG allegedly
.. -....... -�� her car door open, smashing
Tri-Delts.
this point, several Tri-Delts
rushed out of their house to
they could in any way aid their
The Tri-Delt source, who was

UMBER

'·

n umber be h11ed'f"

not zure yet. Ve may call
after ze discoverer,
dren may have trouble
rut���tmlilrri•'k one. two, three, four,
1i11, seven, blasvamutter , eight,
und ten, so it wtll remain un
•rrll-.;.1...1 for a vhile. I may alzo add
a controversy ist already brewink
zientifik community."
"What'� that. doctor?"
"Ze top 1ientistc: ar,. uPrlecirled
0:"�11,

, ve feel zis viii not cause
problem fot u�."
can we expect to see the
in use and out in the
Wlletc:l

/U t:Uio ll vu\J �II

According to DG members, their
girls went into Tri-Delt to solve the
problem diplomatically, but "wrist
watches, notebooks, and cans of Tab
were thrown at us," so a fight en
sued.
Security could not stop the
fighting, being well out-numbered.
In fact, one sergeant was allegedly
scratched in the face while attempting
to contain two over-aggressive girls,
and was taken to St. Joseph's
Hospital. He was quoted as saying
"that's one pack of mean women in
there."
After Campus Police managed
to get the brawlers outside, six units
of the Stockton Police Department
arrived, complete with paddy wagon
and canines.
The girls were then calmed
down, though verbal abuses con
tinued to be heaved for several
minutes more.
As a result of the Monday night
brawl, several girls from both houses
wound up in the emergency room of
Saint
Joseph's,
suffering
trom
wounds ranging from pulled hair to
broken nails.

"Much testink schtill haz to be
Za FDA haz already called us
ll!y vant to run zum tests."
"Wh at kind of tests?"
"Ze test vill determine if zis new
viii cause canzer."
does the FDA plan to
if it will be dangerous to
oublic?"

"On ze contrary, it vill open up
Zink of all ze
new buzinezzes.
possibilitiez for newcomers into ze
field of publishink. Zis discovery viii
brink in new money into ze economy.
It may even brink uz out ot z1s pen?a
of inflation. Zink of all ze royalt1ez
forme.

"OH

I'm zorry.

I didn't zay
th ..h. :";:!XL yUI..!>liUO ,,Jeaze."
"It seems I'm getting a signal to
cut so that's all the time we have.
Thank you for your time, Dr. Wur
tenheimer. I'll let you get back to the
party now.''
"Zank-you."
.
"You've just seen the first hve
telecast from the site of the discovery.
For all you latecomers-scientists at
UOP have discovered a new number

STUDENTS

INSURANCE OOSTS TOO HIGH?

LOW RATES FOR QUAIJFIED S1UDEN7S
.

CALL OR COME IN FOR A QUOTE

The case, as it now stands, coula
take up to 4 weeks to clear, when it
will come before the JUJ.

--��----�-"Zey viii zay it to laboratory ratz
over und over at least a zousand timez
a day or zo. Here at UOP ve're very
hopeful zat ze testz viii be negative."
"Won't this cause a lot of
problems for math book publishers
and calculator manufatures?"

between seven and eight.
This is
Terry Drinkliquor signing off for
KRAP-TV."

DUTCHER INSURANCE
4422 N. Pershing Ave
Stockton, CA 95207

BUDGET PAYMENTS
478-2450

·.

Cheri Lueppke
agent

·�

Spring Is The Time For New Ideas ...

Celebrate Easter with UOP Food Service
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FILL YOUR EASTER BASKETS
UOP Campus Community

WHAT:

University Center Food Service

WHEN·.

Apn'l

WHERE:

Fifty

6- 10

(50)

(})

�.;
_,_''(\'\ ;�:.:
���!·\�··•·
irO \�-' ;.;,

WHO:

Egg Hunt

-

�v

••

plastic eggs with valuable food

coupons will be hidden all over campus.
Turn your eggs in at the U .Center Food
Service to collect your prize!
HAPPY HUNTING

EASTER BUFFET

The UOP residence dining halls present a
Easter Buffet on April 7th -

S550 or
S550,000

Prime Rib of Beef/Horseradish Sauce
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Borelli Jewelers

.

d•t }etDelers Since 1952
, F.an..,..
Stoek tons

REGISTERED JEWELER
GISTS
CERTIFIED GEMOLO
CIETY
AMERICAN GEM SO

Open Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:00 2051
"

.

.

.

p.m.

Fruit Shrub
Assorted Fruit & Cheese Tray

h-

V1sa, Mastercharge or our
Convenient Charge Layaway

4:30-6:30

special

Menu

f a diamond? An ex1
Who can judge the value ond quol't
Y
re of his expertise,
P�� jewe�er, that's v.l,o. Ho c�n ou
group of jewelers
e
se
e
h
h1s mteg uty? Our members 1P m .
assurance that
know n os the American Gem 'S 'et .IS .Your
lly trained in gem
Y e
s
i
e,
w e're your kind of j eweler - r� 10
roding diamonds
ology and having the proper nstru en �
work, kept up
life
ou
s
gy
o
and identifying gemstones. emo
ations. Stop
min
to-dote by continuing stud y �nd f s er exa
Prices to suit
elry
.
·
ew
ne
by and see our superb collection
smo I
bud gets Iorge or

462-2443

Pacific Ave.
\.�
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Chicken Curacao
Rice Pilaf
Fresh Artichokes
Asparagus/Hollandaise Sauce
Spring Salad
Crown Jewel Mold
Massa Souada Bread
Blackbottom Pie
Strawberry Supreme Pie
Vegie: Stuffed Eggplant
Cost for Non-Meal Ticket Holders -

$4.50

_
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SERIOUSLY

Ambrosia sweetens UOP with songs
By Kevin Bartram
J:nrerralnmenl Editor

Rock and roll was the order of
the night and, except for a few Top40 lulls, that was just what the UOP
conservatory's packed house received
when Ambrosia performed in that
hall last weekend.
The Los Angeles-based soulful
rockers played through 16 songs,
most of which were taken from the
group's last album, One-Eighty.
However, Ambrosia's be�t performed
numbers of the evening were their
older tunes, which one hears very lit tit: of these days.
The evening'� festivities were
millated by a local group, The Suburbs.
These $!UV� exhibrted a new wave
bear wrtn a \IU�o.ctla,. ural �ar: I lo..e

Springsteen without soul. Obviously,
they are just starting out because they
had no stage presence and no
charisma. Every song sounded the
same and they olaved too long.
The Suburbs should stay out of
the city.
When Ambrosia whipped out
their initial tune, the crowd �as
woken up, the stage really came ahve
and the real show began. With ten
years of performance in their past,
Amhro,ia came across with a very
positive stage presence and handled the
crowd well. The six musicians are all
quite talented and Ambrosia's harmonies were clear, crisp and studiosounding.
The show was rock solid for the
"Ready",
first few numbers.
featuring Dan, was one of Am-
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Roommates spill guts
By Steve Johnson
SlaffWrltrr

Larry Cornett doesn't care it you
don't wat\h TV-as long a� you like
Llo\.

;\oi.V> iy\\CJ �a1111.. •

Cornett, Head Resident of Price
House, Director of South Quad and
an advisor to the Residence Hall
Association (RHA), developed "The
Roommate Game" last fall with car
bon copy characteristics of the
Newlywed Game, as a means to get
students involved in their dorms.

Sorority Needs Hasher

Full Board

946-2267

Contact House Mother

�

All of the key characteristics of
the Newlywed Game are immediately
evident in the Roommate Game:
�ou ples a11�we1 a :.eric!. of questions
and try to "match" their answers as
t h.;elv a� po�sihle to their partners'
answers. But absent from the Room
mate Game are Bob Ubanks and his
cadre of trash compactors and dish
washers; these "couples," actually
roommates, compete primarily for
fun and the adulation of their peers,
as well as a shot at a $ 100 1st place
cash prize for themselves and $300
for their dorm.
Hut nabbrng !11<11 10p pnLe at tne
April 7 and 8 finals in the Elbert
Covell Common Room will be no
small feat. Roommates need to know
each other's sleeping habits, vices,
In
and even sexual preferences.
timately.
"Outrageous personal questions
aren't uncommon," Cornett said.
Orw question asked 'Which brand
of underwear does your roommate
,. ··•r'!' \__,,., ... !>�" lir�.: 4llt:::.tion right,
hut unfortunately, there was no way
could verify the results," he
we
laughed.
According to Cornett, each
competing dorm was responsible for
submitting 100 questions in advance
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brosia's more outstanding numbers
performed.
"Nice, Nice, Very Nice" co.
'
wntten by author Kurt Vonnegut
Jr., and a very early �br�sia song
.
was also one of the show s htghhghts.

:

However, the Ambrosia show
did have its low points. As so many
groups of today have done, Ambrosia
recently "sold-out" and threw some
soul into their rock and roll to commercialize their sound. Before OneEighty, Ambrosia was more or less a
cult-type band, holding a very limited
The men needed to
following.
enlargen and widen this following so
they recorded a couple of very soulful
slow songs and caught the ear of
hundreds of thousands of teenage
girls.
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HI-INFIDELITY
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AUTO AMERICAN
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CRIMES OF PASSION
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PAT BENATAR
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BACK IN BLACK
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GREATEST HITS
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JOHN LENNON

AC/DC
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KENNY ROGERS
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Loel Heupel, ASUOP's Director of the Forum on National
Priorities, may get humor columnist Herb Caen and a
former U . S. host�ge to speak here.
Herh Caen as a speaker here for the'
, .)th ot May," Heupel said. "He's
willing to make the trip for $ 1,300,
which is a great bargain."
humor
a
Caen,
Signing
columnist for the San Francisco
Chronicle, would be a big step in
achieving one of Heupel's primary
goals:
exposing
to
students
speakers who emphasize the lighter
side of life.
"There are plenty of speakers
who are willing to tell you that the
world's going to end, blagh, blagh,
blagh," Heupel said. "But I think
that most students want to hear a
speaker who's witty, exciting, and
humorous-and Caen fits those requirements."
Using humor to draw students
out is only one tool the forum
dir�ctor hopes to use. Heupel is
qu1ck to emphasize that national
issues, like the Iran hostage crisis
�ho';Jld and will play a pivotal rol
10 his program.
"National issues and student
.
tnterests can work hand in hand "
Heupel said.
"As a matter
f
fact, we are working very, very
hard to get William Belt on
campus on the 26th of April. He'
s a
former hostage, and if that
's not a
re1 evant natiOnal issue,
I don't

But as Director of the Forum
on National Priorities, Heupel is
responsiblt· for bringing all "top
name" speakers onto campus.
And with a $ 10,000 budget, ¥3 of
which was already spent before he
stepped foot into his office, that
job is not necessarily an easy one.
Erma Bombeck and former
President Gerald Ford each com
Henry Kissinger
mand $ 10,000.
can pick up $5,000 and if you're
lucky you can get a "deal" on An
drew Young for $3,500.
was
who
Heupel,
But
renominated for his post last
Friday after taking the position
over in February when Pat Schaef
fer resigned, feels that big speakers
,don't have to cost big bucks and
'
he's ready to prove it.
"We ar ver close to si nin
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know what is."
Getting full-fledged
stars can be expensive,
Heupel prefers to pick and
"We had a chance to
Gordon Liddy earlier this
his appearance would have
sumed a substantial portion
budget, and I felt he just
worth it," Heupel explained.
Heupel also shys away
sticking to a "top 10" list
speakers he would like to sec
campus, since the availability
speaker often depends not
his price, but also the
commitments, the location
campus, and of course,
speaker's agent.
In a sense, a speak er is
only as powerful as his w6�.... •••
the agent does most of
speaker's legwork: he
the final fee, he provides
and public relations, and
usually picks the speaking
A good agent finds his
lot of ears at the right price.
agent books his client for
Lusk, Wyoming, or
Kentucky, for next to
Heupel has dealt with a
ber of agents, both good and
and he's confident that bt
play, and win, their game.
"It's really ca1-a01tl-IIKHeupel said. "I p1alce
contact, but if I sound
the agent will never lower
In the end, I've got to
agent come back to me,"
said, adding that since
make up to 500Jo of the final
commission, t
willing to accept a u;;,�··w•lll'"�'�•
fee rather than no fee at all.
As a business m ajor,
is getting what he calls a
education"-one through
learning and another
tical experience as forum
"Negotiating contracts.
ting everything set up is
I'm
perience.
everything from A to Z,"
said, emphasizing that be
has no staff to speak of,
a bare bones maintenance
Heupel admitted
couldn't see himself
speech field as a
college. But he added that
good position to meet the
contacts, speakers included.
"I meet with all the
personally, and there's no"'..,._.....
that interacting with people
high level is a great asset."
And a great expense, " • •_,.�
Heupel knows all too w eU.
·
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L. A ." was their top kick-out
This one
the show:
crowd gomg as ��ck and
Pue�a truly exhibited their
p ert1se here.
UOP probably did &et
rock sh�w 10 r:a.rs last
we're still wrutm� for th at
awesome pr od uction.
Aren't the Stones &oing
011
next fall?

Loel Heupel looking
for a wide-open Forum

Loel Heupel works in a busi
ness where big mouths are an
Getting
asset-and an expense.
top name speakers onto campus is
an expensive business, a fact he
knows ali too well.
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elected ASUOP President Joe Hartley
, �· .s
ho,.�, "'"' rd '' " 'ilu•••.
like the Roommate Game will
promote interaction among living
groups on campus.
"RHA is only a year old, but
we've made large strides in improving
communication between dorms in a
fun way," Hartley said.
He pointed to RHA projects
'uch as a recent TrP::��nre Hunt and a
newspaper as examples.
Both Hartle) an�.. Cornett expect
the "sparks to fly" at the Rnnmmate
Game finals, with plenty of em
barrassing questions tossed at the
contestants and equally embarrassing
answers tossed back.
If past competitions are any in
dication those questions will include:
How successful is your roommate
with members of the opposite sex on
a scale of l -5?; does your roommate
�quee7e his toothpaste tuhe from the
top, T�ddl::: , <'lr bottom?; and, does
'
:, .. ,Jet rocks more
than Iimburger cheese?

TIJTID�Vil�£ITTI�� &un� un�rrno�
D�TI�D�G�oil�TIRGD BIT a� �on�GD TIRO�

PARADISE THEATER

These girls were probably the
only people in the conservatory Sunday night who really enjoyed the lulls
in the show "Make A Wish" and
"You're th Only Woman." Now
unless you're with a girl at the time
these songs are performed, you'd
probably be better off relieving your
bladder or getting a drink of water.
For. besides guitarist David Pack's
soulful lead singing, these tunes hold

for use in the competition by other
Larger dorms like Grace
dorms.
Covell submitted approximately 200
questions.
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Japanese speech
students compete
The Japanese
Department of Mod ern
and Literature and th e
Japanese participa ted in
Japanese Speech Contest
at the Callison Lodge.
rn
The prize winners fro

categories were: EJementaJY
Cather ine Nihei
Pharmacy, H
Story of Raggedy Ann
mediate Japanese:
(Junior, International
cord, California) "An
.�..t
on a Japanese Rose
vanced Japanese Diauv·
(Senior,
Internati on�
\\'\'
Flagstaff, Arizona)
Abroad?"
thirty-tw o
AU
eluding four in )' - "'""", "�
each received a specral
taki ng part in the an nual
a hundred attended th e
The judges were
Yasuaki Ono, Jap�ese
hi
San Francisco; Htsasb
board member o f t

/

Speaking
Society 0
(Headquarters, San . f
Matsuo, editor in cht e
Mainichi newspape_r ; nt
de
Namekawa, vice prest
Bei Times newspa per·
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SNOOZE
U nemployment Game

Nationa l Enquirer Exclusive

Actor s Guild blacklists top stars

By N .O . Prospects
Penuanently Jobless

I know you all were so disa ppoi nted when last week 's
fic
pacl an got cann ed but don 't despair-- I ' m back with more
tips on playing the emplo yment game right and
win
exciting
ning . However, there ' s some thing I think you are entitl ed to
I was fired by the editor and staff
know beforehand.
several
of
nonsen
e
sical reasons .
s
au
bec
To start �ith, I shou ld have chose n writi ng as my
prese nt occupatton and perm anent life career but I j ust love
geology and could n't bear tearing myse lf away from all that
hot magma and pillow basalt !
Rocks are my life. I mean really , what would life be like
without red hermit shale and muav forma tions? How about
America minus quartzi te? That would be like downto wn
Stockton clear out of cri m e ! Now who in their right mind
would walk down there alone in the middle of the night
with out (a) a loaded .45 ; {b) a couple of sharp, bloodthi rsty
throwing knives; or (c) a few cans of mace?? Still , geology
wasn 't enough for the pros on this paper.
Well, on to the next reason why I bit the dust (excuse me
for a minute; I need a box of Kleenex) . On the way to the all
important interview I had been promised with Mr. Pacifican ,
1 stopped by the mall and bought a hamburge r, some fries
and a shake because I would miss my lunch . I had also just
finished painting the rock and my hair was a total mess.
During the interview I ' ll admit I slipped when I released
a couple of overpowering onion-odored belches; Mr.
Pacifican j ust raised his eyebrows strangely and remarked,
" Interesting. " O f course I had to have a smoke after that
and by then I was ready to answer any questions made
available to me. Oh yeah, before I did, I had to tell him this
joke about an aborted Czechoslovakian I had read on a
Southwest bathroom wall; he j ust loved that !
So after they ragged on me about my lack of manners
while being interviewed they threw a couple typewriters at
me and immersed my contact lenses in hydrochloric acid.
They weren' t too rough on m e , I 've seen worse, you know !
Thirdly, they said my resume offended them . I ' ll admit
the night I wrote it I couldn't find my Cross pen so I used my
roommate's purple Crayola crayons. I thought it was only
neatness that counted , right Bill?
For my job objective (paragraph one) in my resume I
wrote, " I demand a wealthy sum o f money, a delightful
noon-till- four-o' clock working day ( four days a week o f
course) and a pleasant friendly staff aware of my presence at
all times out of this crazy deal . ' '
I managed t o get away with all that until this morning
when I g6t caught breaking into the office stealing paper
clips and coffee .
Yes folks, I landed the big one alright. I am being wat
ched over as I sit here carefully recording my last story in my
new memo book (my old one was torn apart) . I ' m awaiting
my turn in the electric chair; I think the guy before me shot
the President the other day. But can you imagine? They
gave me the death penalty j ust for mere foolishness. How
morbid !
Well kids, my time is up (they'd better print this, it's my
last goodbye). Uh-oh, they j ust called my name, wish me
luck !

By Buster Hyman
N•t'l Enquirer Correspondent

In an unprecedented event, the
Screen Actors Guild has made up a
blacklist of entertainers in an effort
to keep the screen clean of "smut and
and degeneracy."
First on the list is Suzanne
Sommers, the former star of the hit
show "Three's Company," whose
role on the show now consists of one
minute per show from the neck up.
The reason for this is that Sommers has
developed a third breast, which ap
parently developed after eating too
much of Alan Hammil's pork. Her
replacement on the show will be Dolly
Parton, who is currently involved in a
balloon race.
"

David Soul and Paul Michael
Glaser of "Starsky and Hutch" have
been confirmed to be homosexuals.
It was recently discovered that Soul's
hit single, "Don't Give Up On Us,

W•naw Correspondent

Polish
troops
marched
on
M�scow today following a series �f
.
stnkes by Russian leaders protestmg
lack of obedience by the Polish in
dependent
movemen t
labor
Solidarit y.
The Poles, who have been
threatening for mon ths to invade the
Soviet Union if their demands for
rnore freedoms and commercial
KOOds were not met, completely
overw hel
med surprised Soviet forces
by driving their tanks backwards
across the Russian plains.
"We
thought it was our own forces in
retreat and
didn't fight back," said a
captured Soviet general.
. " That's just how we like to
drive," said a Polish major .
Figh ting broke out at dawn this
llloflling along the Polish-Soviet bor
.after Soviet Communist Party
"' "llirman Leonid Brezhne v walked
our of talks between Solid arity
repre
sentatives and Soviet leaders,
�oUo wing a
shut down of all the lights
Ill Warsaw. "How can you expect me
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me personally."

Foreign Cprrespondent

Haitian
President- For-Life
"Baby Doc" Duvalier shot 27,000
fellow Haitians yesterday because,
according to Duvalier, "Dey smell
like de squire! poo-poo.''
Duvalier claimed that while
driving his black Rolls·Royce Silver
Shadow, he stumbled onto a major
city and was overcome by the
squalor of 27 ,000 people living in
poverty and on the verge of star
vation .
When asked whether the rancid
slum-like conditions may have been
due to his government's barbaric
domestic policies, Duvalier replied,
"God helps dem who helps dem
selves. I know, because he done told

Duvalier has long maintained
that his six Rolls-Royces, 1 7 Mer
cedes-Benzes, two private yachts,
harem of hired girls, $6,000 , 000 , 000
bank account, and three castles were
due to his hard work as a laborer.
"I worked hard as de laborer in
de coal mines as a child," Duvalier
said. "And now I am enjoying de
pleasures very much."
Duvalier said that he will main·
tain his cadre of 1 7 body guards just
in case some of his "fans" go wild
and try to attack him.
"My people love me so much, de
might jest go overboard," Duvalier
said.
Duvalier said that he will
propose a plan Monday to help bring
his countrymen out of their misery

through a rigorous program of
physical fitness. The program will in
clude beating, hanging dissidents by
their thumbs, and forced viewing of
old Ronald Reagan movies.
"Dem beatings really ge de
blood flowing," Duvalier said.
"And de youngsters now-a-days seem
to enjoy pain more than they used
to," said Duvalier with a smile, ex
posing three missing front teeth.
Sources close to Duvalier say
that the President was upset after an

incident at his birthday party last
month, and been depressed ever sin
ce.
According to the sources,
Duvalier felt that his slice of birthday
cake was "tiny" and "itty-bitty" a�
not large enough to befit a President
of his stature.
When queried about the in
cident, Duvalier said, "It was Devils
Food cake, me favorite, and dey
wouldn't give me but such a tiny
piece," the 300 pound President said.
"Why would anyone possibly want
to hurt de poor Baby Doc?"

------ ----- ------
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He's also been known to shave
his poodle bare, pour iodine and salt
all over it and drag it through freshly
cut grass.
Alexander Haig has offered his
services to the members of the
blacklist. Haig, who was seen recen
tly going through heroin withdrawals
on national television, will have
Howard Cosell as his assistant.
He had previously asked former
President Jimmy Carter to assist him
but Carter refused, saying that he was
relaxing at his farm and was too busy
working his nuts. •
The members of the blacklist
have brought a suit against the Guild,
saying that it was really cruel to say
nasty things about them, even if they
are true. Their court date is rumored
to be sometime in early 1984.
One final note on a different
subject. Ted Kennedy has announced
that he will be running for president
in 1 984, even though it is a proven
fact that he is the real "Son of Sam."

I

Pole s inva de S ovie ts ' M osco w
By Hownell Duyusyths

Soul and Glaser can presently be
seen at the Bijou Theater as "Star
struck and Crotch." Johnny "Wad"
Holmes will play the new detective
and is rumored to carry a mean gun.
The three will be starring in a new
movie entitled, "Don't Move or I'll
Shoot ."
Also on the list is Paul Williams,
who is not only too short to be of any
value but is also a professed gay. This stems from a childhood ex
perience at his farm when his father,
after
catching
Paul
using
the
automatic milking machine for other
purposes, locked Paul in with a pig
and told him to do something con
structive with it .

Two more big names were on the
list: Jim Nabors and Rock Hudson.
After a long time off-and-on, roman
ce, the two have fmally decided to tie
the knot.
Another avowed homosexual,
Liberace, has volunteered to play at
their wedding, but only if he can tag
along on the honeymoon for awhile.
Hudson was quoted as saying,
"Great, this way Jim and I can check
out Liberace's candelabra."
Larry Hagman is not really as
mean as his television charactoer J.R.
Ewing of Dallas. He's even worse,
and that's why his name is also on the
list.
Hagman, a known wife-beater,
was recently quoted as saying, "I love
animals and I do all I can for them."
It was later found that Hagman for
ces Spanish Fly down his Persian cat
and then locks it in a shed with a
Saint Bernard and a Doberman
Pincher. He tapes the sounds for his
own personal enjoyment.

H a iti ' s Ba by D oc' n ot to be messed w ith

(Minutes later) hey , I ' m bac k ! There was an electricity
shortage and they postponed me till tomorrow. I ' d better get
outta here while everything ' s black or they'll find me
and . . . . . Oh no ! I ! !

to negotiate with people who don't
know how many Poles it takes to
change a lightbulb?" he allegedly
fumed.
Angered by this slur, Solidarity
leader
Lech
Walesa
distributed
Poland's secret weapon among Soviet
forces:
the Polish revolver. This
pistol is feared among the world's
military forces, for though extremely
accurate, it only kills one person--the
one shooting it.
Even the Soviet troops who
weren't deceived by the backward
tanks are no match for these deadly
handguns. "My men would throw
bars of soap into the tanks to flush
out the Poles, and would end up
shooting themselves with their own
weapons,'' lamented the captured
general.
Solidarity is expected to set up a
cow
provisional gove:nme nt in Mos
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Baby" was frrst conceived while Soul
was soaping Glaser's body in a
shower in a Burbank motel.
It was also learned that it took 45
minutes to pry Soul and Glaser apart
following a hugging scene that oc
curred in one of the episodes.
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•

•

Opportu nity to transfer to and continue study at
any of our over 85 centers.

SAN FRANCISCO (4 1 5) 433 - 1 763
1 Security Pacific Pl. 941 08
PALO ALTO (41 5)
H a m i l to n Ave.

327-()84 1
94301

BERKELEY (4 1 5) 849-4044
64 Shattuck Square 94704

(91 6) 753-4800

204 F Street 95616
For lnrormation About Other Centera In More Th•n 85 M•'I orUSCltiea & Abro•d
OUTSIDE N.Y. STATE CALL TOU. FREE: -.223-1 712

499

DAVIS

•

"

TWO COURSES (6 hours undergraduate
Required: The Adversarial Process

credit)

Elective: Individual Rights and
The Criminal Process

or
The Child, Thf. Family and The State

• LAW SCHOOL PROFESSORS AND TEXTS

• AAERNOON GUIDANCE SESSIONS ON LAW
SCHOOL ADMISSION, LSAT, LEGAL
WRITING AND CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
TUITION: $714 (HOUSING AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS)

FURTHER IN FORMATION:
REGISTRAR

McGEORGE
SCHOOL OF LAW
U N IVERSITY
OF THE PACIFIC
3200 FIFTH AVENUE
SACRAMENTO, CA 95817
PHONE (916) 739-7264
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN LAW
SCHOOLS (MLS) - ACCREDITED BY THE AMERICAN
BAR ASSOCIATION (ABA)

,
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ENTERTAIN ME

The Lost C a use i nvade s P a c i fic
Most of the music made today
can not be heard on Top-40 or even
FM stations. Many songs recorded
are either too bizarre or just plain
bad. One band that fits into the first
category is UOP's very popular un
derground band, The Lost Cause. ,.
Playing their blend of punk, new
wave, reggae and rock music, the
grown
has
popularity
band's
throughout Europe and the western
United States.
What started out as a summer
project for three ambitious students
has ended up as a full-time commit
ment. Wishing to remain anonymous
so not to interfere with their studies at
the University, the band members use
alias names. Moon Dog, the guitarist
and sometimes piano player, explains
the name changes this way: " It's like

•

ENG LISH ROCK SINGER
Is searching for a Bass
1 Player, a l)rummer and a Sax-

�• ophone Player.

A ll must be
experienced.
Telep hone for
1 interview.
A sk for Martyn.

.,465- 0121.

•

,

Journey, and REO Speedw agon
clogging up the airwaves. We play
music directed at mature young
adults, noc screaming 14 year-old
girls like those so-called musicians
do "
But doesn't the band's excessive
schedule
recording
and
touring
detract from the member's studying?
"The more popular the band gets, the
less popular school is to me," ex
Moon Dog says that
plains Joe.
"right now, the band is my top
priority, closely followed by partying
with school falling to a distant third.
But then school was never my
favorite hobby. " Peeker has his own
method of getting by in classes: " I
never go t o classes unless a test is
given. Then I go in and cheat ! It
works every time . "
Peeker is
carrying a 3 .4 GPA as a Com
munications major.
Currently the band is planning a
summer tour of North America. If

living two separate lives. Teachers
don't know I ' m in a band and music
people don't know I go to school .
And our groupies at UOP don't know
I'm Moon Dog in The Lost Cause.
The lead vocalist goes by the name of
A well-known and popular
Joe
student, Joe's raspy but serious voice
dominates the band'� !>Ound. (As a
side note: Joe's mama drives the tour
bus for The Lost Cause.) The final
member of the band is the drummer,
Peeker, who has been compared
favorably by many European writers
to the likes of the late John Bonham.
and Keith Moon, and who owns "the
world's largest drum set . "
"Our success at this early stage
of our careers is pretty phenomenal ,"
Joe admits. During the band's first
tour of Europe in January (which in
cluded stops in England, Scotland,
the Netherlands, France and Ger
they were besieged by
many),
screaming fans at their numerous
"I
standing-room only concerts.
guess a lot . ,f people bought our first
album IKunte-Lique). over there, "
said PeL I.. c r, "because everyone knew
the words to most of our songs during
the shows. "
" I hope our brand of music
becomes a hit in the U . S . , " saia
" I 'm sick of hearing
Moon Dog.
commercialized bands such as Styx,

leonard Poon
writes a book
By Joe Mama

Now famous UOP student,
Leonard Poon, who has charmed
many with his pleasing wit has broken
into the literary field with his infor
to
" How
book
Get
mative
Anything . . . Free! "
Poon, who frequently resides at
a UOP fraternity, has reportedly
received hundreds of free magazine
thousands of free
subscriptions,
records and books and miscellaneous
garbage sold on television.
The mysterious Poon, who has
also often played goalie for the UOP
lacrosse club, has claimed that his
book reveals his secrets on just how
he has obtained so many free items
through mail-order agencies.
Poon has outlined five basic
steps to this procedure:

5x1 0
3 months for the price of 2

MINI WAREHO USE
1 9 1 9 N. Broadway, Stockton, CA 9 5 2 0 5
Ph . 4 6 2- 1 6 9 5
1 a . m . to 6 p . m .

PACIFIC
STEREO

NON·STOP AUDIO
AND VIDEO SAVI

pre-recorded cassette movies, and a
whole lot more. Back that with a n
expert service department, super-helpful
salespeople, non-stop savings, and
you've got Pacific Stereo. Come on in
today, and get what you want while the
bargains last!

From the West Coast to the G reat
lakes and Texas, the savings continue
at Pacific Stereo. Where you can expect
to find more of what you're looking
for ... the selection is sensational !
C h oose from famous-name c a r stereo,
VC R's, portables, stereo components,

KENWOOD •
CONCEPT •
PIONEER •
SONY •

•
•
•
•

MEMOREX
SHARP
CALIBRE
ADC

Just a Sample of the Values

•••

)�
Kenwood AMIFM stereo
receiver. A w ho p p i n g 50
watts m i n . R M S per
c h a n n e l at 8 o h m s,
20·20,000 H z . , 0.05% total
harmon i c d i stort i o n !

Concept q u a rtz-locked
direct-drive turntable.
F u l l y automat i c operation
with u l t ra-l ow-mass
tonearm. Model 2QD.
Was 5 2 4 5 .

Model KR-5010.

Was $ 3 3 0 .
Trans·
Audio
2-way
acoustic
suspen
sion
spea ker
w i t h 1 0- i nc h
woofer.
Boo k s h e l f
s ize.

A D C stereo phono
cartridge with elliptical
sty l u s . Model Q L M 32

39

Model 8 1 0.

$

Mk 3EP.

including
speakers

Cali bre AMIFM stereo
receiver. B r i g h t LED
t u n i n g meters , two tape
m o n i t o rs - more! Model
2 15. Was $ 1 6 4 .

$99

each

Sharp portable cassette
recorder w i t h automatic
l evel contro l c i rc u i t ry for
s u pe ri o r record i ng s every
t i me. l i m i ted quantities.

Pioneer I n -dash AMIFM
stereo ca ssette player.
Model KP- 1 01 1 . I n c l udes a
pai r of 6- i n c h Sanyo car
speakers. Model SP- 700.

Model RD· 6 1 0.

Stockton 2520 Pac i f i c Aven ue.
984-9045, Serv i c e 948-9048
and 26 other N o rthern
Cal i forn i a l ocat i o n s

Weekdays 10 to 9,
Saturday 10 to 6,
S u nday 1 2 to 6.

AOve<l15eO prtces gooO througn Saturoay. Apr

tt

t t 1981

1981 Pacthc Siereo A Unll of CBS Inc

S o n y stereo cassette
deck boasts D o l by r
n o i se red u c t i o n a n d
accu rate 1 6-segment LED
meters . Model TC-U30. Act
now and get three Son y
EHF 90-minute
cassette s .

a typ ica l dinin g hal
din ing ha ll sta ff wi th
Pacific' s all- sta r

Dinin g Hall Gle e

Di n in g w it h F a u l P a i fb r o
at a fa m ili ar lo ca tio n

Paclnc:an Editor and Bus Driver

STU D ENT SPE C IAL

a

extend the entire three months of the
summer. ' 'This will be our big chan
ce to be discovered by Canadian and
American audiences, " said Moon
Dog .
As an exclusive to the Pacifican,
the band has announced that they will
be playing a few concerts on the
University of the Pacific campus in
the next couple of weeks. "We feel
that we owe these shows to our local
fans who supported us when we were
just a small garage band , ' ' said
Announcements will be
Peeker.
posted throughout the school for this
very special event. Rumours have it
that the shows will take place in the
newly opened Spanos Events Center,
being the first rock concerts to be
held at that location.
For information on booking the
band (The Lost Cause specializes in
bar mitzvahs) please call 952-26\.9
and ask for Peeker.

leonard Poon
1) Order your item (s).
2) Wait.
3} Receive item and bill.

4) Ignore bill.

5) Dodge bill collectors.
Poon's book will be on sale at
local bookstands before summer.

'Ordinary_ Peop_le'
a real flop

Ordinary People has all the con
tent of a rotten tomato.
How this simplistic aud corny
movie won an Oscar for best fllm, I 'll
After seeing the
never know.
brilliant, eye-opening movie, Attack
of the Killer Tomatoes, I was ap
palled when it failed to gain even one
Oscar nomination and then this
mushy, melodramatic show receives
best picture of the year.
Robert Redford, making his
debut as a director, couldn't direct his
way out of an eleveator. Obviously,
Redford is a spasmadic director and
should retire completely from direc
own
his
ting before he ruins
reputation.
The movie stars (I use that word
loosely) Mary Tyler Moore, Donald
Sutherland, Tim Hutton and Judd
Hirsch.
So basically, here's what you
have: a sissy husband and a mushy
wife who should get a divorce, one
dead son and another psycho kid who
wants to be dead. Big Deal ! Since
this movte isn't a true story and the
razor scars are just fake, I say put this
movie in the can where it belongs and
go see the thrilling Attack of tbe
Killer Tomatoes because it's a true
story and it could affect each and
everyone of us in our life.

itS
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l
a
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on our arms as he grab bed
bowls. It was all right .
By Jeff Leyy
punctu al salad bar
the
Eater
Staff
down his cigarette long �...,....,t��
bring out about a . ..... ,-u,,u....
g to
We' ve spent mon ths tryin
washed (we knew because "O<JIW��iiP
,
kton
Stoc
in
dine
to
find the hot spots
wet and hot} bowls (this took llllr«l''
cr,
lle5lll'
info; miniZ vou . the- P�tri fican reac.
m m utes).
ts
nran
resta
of
ty
of the incredible varie
The salad bar was u ....Q..,..!tll
both good and bad, expen sive and
's because by thr time
That
our
ln
inexpensive, that you can try.
salad
the
bowls
have
we
tips,
these
you
quest to bring
anymore. So we skipped
failed to look right here, in our own
and decided to try our luck
front yard. That' s right, the dining
rest of the meal .
halls.
The grace with which
ce
ambian
In order to get the true
our l lleal ,,.".m"'""
arranged
chose
we
meal,
hall
dining
typical
of a
attempting ballet . First, the
to dine with Faul Pairbro oks . You
tion of chicken (or what UICI•ildl!eSSIVt
know Faul, that soft spoken, consercalls chicken a g a i n ??) was
vatively dressed purveyor of sub1 2 hungry ants (but
feed
penex
wise
in
expert
t leties, that
aren't hungry because they
ditures (alas our new mall ! ! ) who
reign over foodservice's swner-.• lih 8
runs our (ahem ! ) food service at
As the grease spread across
Pacific.
It was nice of Faul to give :;Ut- 1 it was met by .a flying
whi�
mashed potatoe
tie tickets to give tQ the maitre d '
quickly with a thud as it
who was waiting to greet us as we enserver was quick to hide
tered the room. Beautifully clad in
the latest formal torn levis and faded
potatoes with a brown
gravy which coagulated
tee shirt, he showed us to our table.
the chicken grease.
The atmosphere was wonderful. I t
was a mix of Early American efficienhospital yellow portion
cy and modern shambles. The tables
(green?) beans took it's
were covered with these incredible inmess. Now that we had
visible table cloths that were j ust like
was out to the beverage j
none at all . The plastic salt and pepThe thought of a nice,
per shakers and tin foil ash trays
of cold milk was an oasis
really fini �hed off the tables' effect in
desert o f mediocrity. After
an appeuzmg way.
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to a glass of milk? We
we noticed the sensitivity with which
gotten an indication of
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possible when we couldn't
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.
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milk.
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d stormtd
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SHOR TS
A n ot h e r d u l l week fo r Ti g e r Base ba l l .
Ka ren Ko m sa k
Sports Ed ito r

Assistant Baseball Coach John
Picone was named as successor to
Head Coach Torn Stubbs this week
after it was found that Stubbs has
been dead for the last 17 years,
demonstrating how slow things move
at UOP.

sb aU not win league games.
shall win non-league games.
shall not win conf eren ce, regional or national titles .
shall have contested coaches.
shall have no more than one all-sta r per team.
shall not have attendance.
not have a completed Events Center.
OU
nTb shall
I)Tbou shall be inj ured .
g)Tbou shall have only one financial booster.
)Tbou shall be U OP .

for 2

By Alice Athlete

The UOP women' s softball team
their season record to 1 4-3 by
i!L.o�Ht
1\/llli
..
Staff Writtr

two from the University of
in a doubleheader played

The games, slated as a match
two

top

The trip was not all joyful
though, as enroute to Reno the Tigers
were involved in a traffic accident. It
was thought that the van (driven by
Picone) ran into a light pole, but it
was later found that it was not a pole
but pitching Coach Mark French. He
is reported to be in good condition.

Picone,
who has been an
assistant for five years, plans to in
stitute some changes for the team in
his new position . One such change
will be skin-tight uniforms. Picone
feels that the tighter uniforms will
provide for more support. Also, he
plans to improve team grooming
habits. He will require each player tc
spend five to ten minutes to adjust his
uniform and comb his hair before
game time.

!O

hits up

series in which they took all three 9-5,
16-12, and 17..0, in consecutive pit
ching duels.
Mike Dutra had five
stolen bases and celebrated by buying
the team donuts at his father's donut
shop. The weekend also saw Pacific
deprive Reno financially as three
players walked away with winnings
over
$ 1 200
following
gambling
sprees.

By Lois Lane

Dave Yahnian was voted as team
captain, as it was thought that he
would set a good example for the
team and help them stand up to
Picone's policies.

•

WinS

Coach
Bucky
Reynolds,
although extremely pleased with her
team's performance, said, "I had
hoped for a bigger win. "
The Lady Tigers play their next
game on Thursday against Alabama
State, away. Game time is 4: 1 5 p.m.

When Picone was asked to
comment on the changes in the
program he said, "Ya' gotta' love
it . "
Last weekend the Tigers, (minus
Bob Wayland who missed the bus),
traveled to Reno for a three game

Picone was cited for reckless driving
and will have to go to traffic court in
the city of Bengal, Ca. where the ac
cident occurred.
Tuesday
UOP
traveled
to
Sonoma for a doubleheader which
they split, winning the first 5- l , and
. losing the second game 3-2.
The
leading hitter was Paul Vakay and the
winning pitcher was Pat Tobin. Matt
Dulick had three RBI's in the first
game, but had to leave the Tigers in
the second game to attend a volleyball
game.
Following the games the Tigers
stopped in Fairfield where their bus

powerhouses,

to be unbelievably one-sided
Pacific ran away with the first
IS-0, and took the second, 1 2-

Jill Henry paved the way to vic

hitting 5 for
of which were homeruns.
added four stolen bases to
•·imnr·l'<(i·uP. list of season statistics.
Huff, currently batting at
contributed
to
the
over
lllllll!lrniin2 win by going 5 for 6 at the
StOfl.... with 8 RBI ' s .

In spring league compet ition,
men·� �occer team blanked
6-0. Thi� now puts the men' s
31 2-0.

The women's volleyball team

are preparing for the fall
and have been
spring classes.

recru it.

Head Footbal l Coach Bob Toledo has taken
w ill kill a player a day until his demands
who apparently is under immense pressure
Athletic
schedule s is held up in the Pacific
player, w hose name has been withheld until

socce r
U pset Berkeley today 14-7 in
t h at saw Karen Peets as the
scorer with 4 goals. Other
Elle n Temby,
Kristen
Kar en Komsak, Roxie Sut
had t wo apiece, while Dian a
an d Megan Brick scored
•

5 3 players hostage. Toledo claims that he·
(league wins, . 500 record ) are met. Toledo,
because of the 1 9 81 , and '8 2, football
This
Foundation Club with his hostages .
notification of nearest of kin , was the first

For information on all upcoming
games, times, places , c:heck board
in main gym for detwls. Thank
you
�
-· ------��----�-

•

lhe U OP women 's

�

Student Bus Service

SERIO U S SPORtS

"Breakfast of the Cham
will be the name of a new
.cdl•lllllcalrl• house to be opened soon
UOP' s Athletic Promotions
hlllll�ec1lnr Bud Watkins. Wat kins
t he restaurant to promote
athletics and to serve Pacific

I Women's Soccer

Rick Paulsen, who also plays
basketball, missed the game because
his team was in the NCAA playoffs.
Unger missed the game because of an
appointment with his barber. Steve
Riach missed the game because he
was at the emergency hospital getting
stitches in his pitching hand.

The game saw two injuries as
Reggie Marsh and Mike Jackson
collided going for the same ball in
They allegedly
left-centerfield.
didn't see each other in the dark.
Marsh sustained a bloody nose, while
Jackson was only dazed for a few
minutes.
Both are reported to be
fine, although Jackson was said to
have gone home to beat his wife. As
one teammate put it, ' 'Maybe it
knocked some sense into their
heads. "

Other Tiger highlights:
Former Junior Varsity Coach
Dave Bevilaqua has been promoted to
assist Picone on the varsity level and
is currently on a recruiting trip in
Italy. Senior pitcher Bret Watson has
retired from baseball to go on the en
tertainment circuit as a standup
comedian. Steve Green is reported to
be making great progress with his
speech therapy and is now receiving
treatments from Dr. Irwin. Green is
being treated for a speech im
pediment that carne as a result of a
head injury he received when he
collided with Sonoma's first baseman
Tuesday.
Joe Carrozzi recently
changed his name to Jo-Jo Carrozzi,
reportedly by the suggestion of a
female friend.
Following the conclusion of the
1 98 1 season, pitcher Bill Bartz and
catcher Sam Vaughn will be resigning
from Pacific baseball to pursue other
activities. Bartz plans to get married
and play slow-pitch softball while
Vaughn is applying for a job with the
Stockton Ports as a bullpen catcher.

Perso ns intere sted in
work ing in the Intra mural
Prog ram next year, please
con tact Kathy Klein in the
gym , as soon as poss ible,
946-2472

W om e n ' s so ftb a l l
ho lds to urn ey

Oennla R. Snl•llle,
look...,.,
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SBBVIOB PARTS • ACCISSOBIIS

IIIUUICE AVAILABlE
HOlDA TRAilED IECHAIICC

KISER BROS HONDA
484-73 87

THESES·MANUSCRIPTS
IBM SELECTRIC
REf ERENCES
JANE T - 4 7 8-7895

Chinese Language and Cultural Studies
•
•

Reasonable expanses

•

Travel

4/1 -6/ 1 2 ; 6/ 1 5-9/4; 9/2 1 - 1 2/ 1 8
First Quarter: Tuition $ 7 80 ; Housing $ 200
•

Full university r.redlt

ENTRY DATES:

Accepting applicati ons for all quarte rs
For Free Pamphlet and I nformation:
Chinese Language and Cultural Studies
P . O . Box 1 5 5 63 , Long Beach , CA 908 1

Telephone:

(2 1 5) 597-336 1

Galiiomia �tern School of Law
�,�..�!#
Founded 1 924

Accredited by the American Bar Asroc�tion and a member of the American

Concentrated study in Taiwan
Extensive course listing

5

Association of Law Schools.

Applications for Fall of 1981 art still being ac«pted. While the majority of
our studmb come from across America, this year we are malting a special at
students.
California
qualified
ALL
for
room
make
to
tempt
Call or write today for your brochure and applicatiOn fonn.

350 Cedar Street

,
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IITOCfnON"S NEW ZOO. N O LIVE,j«'rocfous animals to
anock you. On display or«' the most Jantostlc stufjnl onlmala
lmoglnoblf!. It ia rite most mmpll'tr lin� oj atujjrd animal.
(Piwh ToyaJ In the Son JO(kluln Vollry.

C.ll 948-llfi9 for more inforrruttion.
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W'lay fly out ofStockton when you can fly out
of a bigger airport-..and flr a better airline.
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Tomorrow the Tigers fly to
Southern California for a three game
series with USC.

The Stuffed
Ani�nal Zoo

- - -

Intramural Supervisors

,

sale.
!Panos

mother to find out if she had a hearty
meal waiting for him at Togo's. Dave
Hoffmeister was absent because � '
studies (he had a spelling test the next
day).

Pacific blanked Fresno and got
in their face Wednesday night, 8..0.
Rob Schilling was the winning pitcher
as he grained Fresno with only two
hits in nine innings. The two hits
came on ground balls that went over
the heads of shortstop Steve Voight
and second baseman Rob Brzezinski.

hos tage to be sho t.

I New promotion

with a hearty breakfast.
Assisti ng him in this endeavor
be other UOP employeees, Bill
doi ng the books, Torn
1!-.;ll... tRooo
and Dick Woodell will
and wash dishes, Tom Stub'Nill be food tester, and Stan
will be the maitre d ' . Hours
will be 7-8 : 30 a . m .
Ticket Manager Barbara
will be seUing discou nt
COu�ns to the
restaurant. Chec k
� Uck
et office for details.

The winning pitchers for that
game were Yahnian and Tobin, who
split the job five and four innings,
respectively. Fortunately, Tobin did
not need relief, as no other Tiger pit
cher was able to make the game. Ron
DuHamel was in Milpitas calling his

Derby was only surpassed by
Steve Smith who was 4 for 4 with a
two run homerun, a triple and four
RBI's.
It was thought that Smith
possibly turned in such a fme perfor-

moved .•pring training camp to
•lrurh•·•n California. The Lady

It wa, reported today that
Ron Cornelius was drafted
.the I m \n geles Lakers. Cor
recent !. gained 40 pounds
diet "" dining hall food.
·-·•''��'"''""'" ht quickness has been
'-.:.l•'il'nlll' r••'''• he ' now considered a

Tuesday's
games,
Following
Brian Raust and Rob Stransky
decided to add some diversity to af
ternoon practices by introducing
two new drills.
Raust designed a
baserunning drill to improve speed
that would have the runner dodge line
drives. Stransky introduced an in
fielder's drill to deaden ground balls.
He suggested using the face rather
than the mitt, to stop a ground ball.

Yesterday the Tigers defeated
UC Davis 1 5-S in a non-league game.
Despite having to change his uniform
because of an accident with tobacco
juice, Dave Derby turned in a super
performance hitting 5 for 6, two
doubles, a triple, a homerun and
three RBI's.

ock Shorts

•

mance because he had his own
r<?Oting section at the game, led by his
btggest fan, "Phenom. "
Also en
couraged by those in the stands was
Jay Wagner, who had injured team
mate Steve Green to cheer him on to a
3 for S day with a homerun and two
RBI's.

broke down because of low oil, but
the problem was soon solved by Greg
Unger who happened to have some
oil to spare. While the bus was being
repaired the team dined at Srnorga
bob's, eating "piz" and crab.

Jeff Townsend led the team
emotionally with his inspirational
The
"chatter" from the dugout.
Tigers missed Kent Cooper and
Konrad Meyer that game though, as
Cooper was studying for his Rhodes
Scholarship and Meyer was attending
a Hitler Youth meeting at the Tracy
Defense Depot.

the first game by

•

(7 1 41 239.0391

Admissions Alsistant

San Diego, CA 92 1 0 1
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Face-to-Face

Pat, w e lost the question but we're
almost sure this is th<'! one we asked :

Please Relate
Your First
Sexual
Experience

1----

Bob Bej a n

&

J eff Streblow

Lisa Mlrza;Fr.;C OP:

The first time . . . we were going
up the slope and my girlfriend told
me it was time to get off so I got
off at the middle of the mountain .
It was the first time I did i t and the
patrol guy wouldn't help me get
down and it took two hours to get
down.

L.eslie Hagger; F r . ; COP:

We were in the car and it was
really hot and I was P.omg humpity
bump. Then we got there and my
first time became my last , because
I got sick and threw up all over,
and no one liked me and that's my
l i fe story.

Bob Newton; Soph.:

It was hot. It was awesome.
It was a lot of fun. I fell on my
rear a lot but had a lot of fun with
a bunch of guys, friends of mine.
We were all in a drunken stupor
and had a super time. It was just a
beautiful day . . . .

.J ohn Falk; Sr.; SBPA:

M U RDER
( F rom page 1 )

However, a wild mob formed in
front of McCaffrey's house sho rtly
after the death, promising to ave nge
McCaffrey's death.
The mob was
swept into a rage by several emoti onal
speeches given by Financial V icePresident Robert W interburg.
" He left you all seventy-five
dollars (gulp) in his will, " Winterburg shouted to the howling crowd .
"You see, h e really was a n honorable
man . "

Several members of SAE in the
were particularly vengeful .
wd
cro
Slay ! " they
Kill!
Fire!
" Bur n !
head not
Hand's
smash
"We'll
d.
crie
with our fists, but with clocks and

pitch ers ! "
Fortunately, Campus Police was
able to assuage the unruly mob by acting as human punching bags, taking
n umero us body and head blows.
An unnamed man from Jackson
House offered his own reason for
"I
McCaffrey's untimely death:
think his biorhyth ms were down, you
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know what I mean, man ? "

T ent s , s leepin g bag s , can n e d fo o d :
fi n anc ial ai d s p lan consi d e r e d fo r
By Maria Blondina
Su pot

Worried about meeting the cost
of next year's increased student fees?
Troubled by the prospect of no
federal financial aid?
If this is you, then relax. Thanks
to a newly-approved no-frills student
aid program, needy students can get
set
for
another,
even
more
challenging year at UOP.
Vice-President Clifford Hand
reports that the no-frills plan will
provide cut-rate room, board and
health services for those not able to
meet regular fees. Although specifics
are still being ironed out by the Board
of Regents, Hand outlined the plan's
basics for The Pacifican.
For a fee of $75, no-frillers will
be provided with "primitive, but
adequate" living facilities, according
to Hand.
As part of this fee, students
will be issued pup tents, complete
with air mattresses and pillows, to be
set up in Knoles Field.
Included with the tent-pitching
instructions will be the Maintenance
Department's automatic sprinkler
time schedule for that area.
Hand suggests that program par
ticipants plan their classes in accordance
with the turning-on of the sprinklers
for minimum inconvenience.
Many of the comforts provided
by dorms will also be featured on the
cut-rate plan. In keeping with univer
sity policy of furnishing laundry
facilities for living areas, washtubs
and clotheslines will be available.
Although Hand regrets that no

By Lou Grant
Cub Editor

Loel Heupel; Soph . ; SBPA:

It wasn't too fun to remem
ber. I kept wiping out . But I kept
coming back for more.

(Edit or's note: Bob and Jeff, I think you guys
blew it . Sounds like the question was to relate your fir
st skimg experience, not your first sexual experience.)

The Board of Regents an
nounced Monday a final proposal
giving tuition rebates to all currently
enrolled UOP students. According to
reliable sources, the board will ap
prove the proposal April I and the
rebates will be distributed next week .
Following the trend of American
car companies and Levi Strauss, UOP
will be the first education institution
offering a rebate to students.
Financial Vice President Robert
Winterberg said that implementation
of the tuition rebate is due to the
decrease of enrollment in the past
three years. "We increase our tuition
every year and it upsets students as
well as parents. Applicants become
turned off when they look at that

' no

fril l s'

1 9� 1.,:"� 2

electricity will be furnished, students
will be allowed campfires for heating
and cooking purposes. In addition,
late night studiers can still "burn the
midnight oil , " by doing just that: oil
lamps will be available at the
bookstore for a nominal fee.
In terms of food, the no-frillers
will subsist on canned goods obtained
from the Newman House food drives
for the past three years.
Hand explained that contrary to
popular belief, the collected non
perishables were not distributed, but
saved since 1 978, witn the no-frills
student plan specifically in mind.
Director of Food Services, Paul
Fairbrook, will be in charge of
rationing out the cans to program
participants. He estimates that the
food supply should easily last the
year,
"unless the
students
get
greedy." No-frillers can thus expect
small-portioned meals largely com
posed of Spam , garbanzo beans, and
sauerkraut.
Health care is one area that
Hand is firm about not skimping on.
However, he does subscribe to the
" I scratch your back , you scratch
mine," philosophy.
The vice-president explained that
it is predicted that many program
participants will seek treatment for
such ailments as insect bites, frostbit�:
and tr.alnutrition. UOP will pay for
all of their health services . . .in return
for the no-frillers cooperation with
the School of Pharmacy.
"Each
year
our
phat Macy
students come up with what rna) well
be the miracle drugs of the centur}' , "
Hand said. " But unfortunately we

g the dru gs
had no way of testm
"
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H and believes th e
will test the adapt abi lity
of
UOP
durance
"separating the strong from
and poth ead s , " in his w ords.
note d that for the "less
student s " the no-frills ,..v ... ..,J
b e expe rienced as a preview
future lives on welfare and
ployment compensation .
To i ntroduce the plan
stude n t body, the Financial
fice plans to tack up
pos ters aro und campus .
slogan: "The few, the proud
frille rs . "
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Sir Gauuan

Ex-Irania n

tage Belk

Tuition reba te sla ted for
nex t year 's s tuden ts

In high school with about six
friends
of
mine . . . got
food
poisoning and had a police escort
to the hospital .

:
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speaking

Sc ulp ture Cu ttin g

Artistically combining precision with
shape .
a "contoured look"
specifically suited for you

figure," he said.
Winterberg also stated that if car
companies can use rebates to attract
Americans to purchase domestic cars,
UOP can use the same strategy to at
tract more students. "I think we can
bring up the academic standard along
with it," he added .
The
amount
of
individual
rebates will depend on class standing.
Seniors will receive approximately
200Jo of their tuiton, juniors 1 5 % ,
sophomores ! OOJo and freshmen will
get S OJo .
"We use class standing to decide
the amount of rebate because we
think that upperclassmen have been
paying high tuition longer and they're
probably fed up. Hopefully, these
rebates will leave them with good
memories of UOP," Winterberg con
cluded.

Sir Gau uan � Superha ir Salons
Winner of 7 of 1 0 Awards
for best Hairstyles
in the San Joaquin Val ley.

S u per
S u per
S u per
Sup er
S u per

Hair
Ha � r
Ha1r
Hair
Hair

O pe n 7 day s a wee k

I I 2 0 4 5 Pacif ic Ave . 9 4 8 - 5 5 6 0
[ M i racle M 1 l e l
1 1 1 1 2 0 9 W. M a rc h Lane 9 5 7 -4
2 4 4 ( N ext to
IV 1 3 3 V i l lage S q uare 4 7 8 -0
4 9 8 { At I - 5 1
V Qua il Lake s Cen ter ·9 5 7 _
9 1 98
VI Ham mert own Cen ter 9 5 2
- 6 8 G 8 ( Next to Zody'sl

This is whe re 'Camp Pacific ' wa s s upp o S e d to
(Edttor 's note: Due to an untimely acciden t,
no article was submitted for this weeks ·camp

niPf'P nf fan mail received by The Pacifican

Pacific Revie wed '.

Instead we offer this

�

eurlter m the week. )

A n Open Letter To The Editor And Staff Of
The ?athet ican :
Y o u r paper stinks ! ! I t ' s t h e worst excuse
for journalism I 've seen since my third grade
class tried to publish a monthl y newsle tter.
I t ' s dry, uni nterest ing and down right em
barrassi n g for a col lege newspa per.
It's
amazin g that you guys have the audacity to
j)l l l l l yuuJ names with this trash . Have You
No Self-Respect ? No wonder no one noticed
that you didn't publish anythin g last week . It
was one of your better issues.
You guys
should go on vacation more often .
Who is Pat McDowell, anyway? What
kind of a guy would spend his senior year
lo( ked up on the third floor of a building that
noboJy even knows exists? Do you really
write those r;diculou s editorials ?
Maybe
that ' s wl'Y you stay locked up there all the
ti me . I ' d hide, too , if I wrote that j u n k !
Where d o you find your staff writers?
Creative fict ion class? Sometimes I wonder
where they come up with some of those

bre viatio ns in her col um
n than
can 't read that j un
k with out getting
Yo u ' re a rav ing fem
inis t , Karen ! If .
to tal k abo ut the ER
A go into
ya? Le av e t h e sp or
ts al ne .
And those H Campu s
.
Be] an and Streh low
. You guys are
foo ls !
W h at ' s so hard about
.
s o me bo dy ' s
pi ctu re
and
.
mic rop hon e in
their face ? You need
fo r t h at? ? ?
It
m ust take you all
_
m mu�es a �
eek .
Except for thOSC
quest tO ns : It
m ust have taken years
of those .

From leh : M ike Allen, Jeff Streblow , Steve Riach , Jeff Le �y, Pat McD
owell ,
Kevin Bartram, Karen Komsak, Gregg Goldma n

stories. Steve K o obviously makes his up !
And Dana Knox-- 1 mean , come on now
'
who's really on drugs? ??
And who's in charge o f campus
coverage? There's more advertis ing on that
page than any other . You guys should get on
the ball.
How about that Bartram guy? You call
that enterta inmen t? My gold fish could writ
e
better reviews than your guys. I ' m surpri sed
you never wrote a review about the movie
Coma: I guess it's hard being in one!
And those restaurant reviewers , Levy

and Gi bbi ngs : the y make me nau
seous . Ho w
.
ca!l anyone eat tha t mu ch?
1 bet you g u ys
thmk that nobody notices how
pud gy y ou' re
.
· , you k no
I ' m not �tup1d
get t mg.
w . 1 c an tell
you r
w h en
PICture s
get
big ger
and
bigger . . . and bigger .
Th en there 's the spo
rts page.
U�belie vab le ! ! They sho uld
j ust r · t the
PIC.
tures and leave the det ai ls to
our
.
g mat iO
n.
Don ' t yo u rea lize tha t NO
BO D Y rea
ds that
stu ff?

���

Where does Karen
get her co
mm ents
from , anyway? Th ere '
re more f
ancy ab-

And I ' m sick and
tired o f CaJilP
.
ev lew
ed . W ho wr
.
ite s th at crap ...... �.
nd w h y do es
h e kee p usi ng m y nlln�·��
����.
guy s can ' t do
t h at you know I t's
so m e th tng
·
'
'
· w 1th
. I , m getting
fed u p
hot
o
�
gra pher follo win
g me around
.tim e snapp i ng pict
ure s everywhe re 1
You w ant to
be sue d or wh at ? Quit
na!lle and
qui t usin g my pictu re
gomg to
get awa y wit h it anymore.
s tan d ?

�

.

(Editor 's
n ote:
co urageme
nt, Pete.
good work.)

·

pete
Thanks for..�, .. -..._.,.
We 'll try to

